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The HYDRAMAX “Ultra Deep Ripper” is arguably the best hydraulic breakaway shank system available in 
the market. The proven HYDRAMAX Deep Ripper Bar has an extremely effective hydraulic break away tyne 
system, thanks to the unique double pivot jump system providing excellent jump height. 
Fitted with heavy duty tungsten grit hard faced points and Baynite shin guards, the HYDRAMAX has the 
ability to work up to 800mm, making the HYDRAMAX perfect for “Ultra Deep Ripping”. Ideal for soil 
structure management, pasture renovation and delving clay. 
The HYDRAMAX will effortlessly navigate sub soil obstructions and deliver a full break of hardpan and 
compacted soils. 
The versatility of the HYDRAMAX allows it to be integrated into any farming application from small 
cropping to broad acre enterprises. Hydramax Deep Ripper range is specifically designed for controlled 
traffic farming (CTF). 
 

 
 

FEATURES 
• Double pivot jump system, proven over 20 years. 340mm first stage jump for quick re-entry over 

small obstacles with 730mm second stage jump for navigating large obstructions. Ability to “Ultra 
Deep Rip”. 

• Option of shallow leading tynes significantly reducing draft and facilitating better 
delving results. 

• Option of crumble roller with “Hydraulic Downward Pressure” for a good 
seedbed finish. 

• Up to 5 tonne hydraulic break out (adjustable) with working depth up to 
800mm. 

• Multifunctional main frame (178mm X 178mm X 9.5mm RHS) allowing shank 
spacing’s from 462 to 600mm on a versatile range of frame designs all 
utilising a strong I–beam style construction. Frame options include wing fold, 
outside “I” beams, crumble rollers, tow bar, level lift. Widths up to 12m/40’. 

• Machines have achieved up to 30,000 hours of operation. 
• Shank systems allows a range of options from inclusion plates to a 

specifically designed delving tyne. 
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